Boss Magnum

• Accurate’s Unique
Cast-Control System
For Boss Magnum
TwinDrag™ Reels.
• Easy To Adjust Knob.
• Virtually “Foolproof” In
Eliminating “Backlashes”
While Maximizing
Casting Distance.

Patent
Pending

SPECIAL
ORDER
...Or You Can
Install Our
“Cast-Control Kit.”

To combat backlashes while maximizing casting distance, Accurate introduces AccuCast™, a precisionengineered cast-control system designed for our popular line of Boss Magnum TwinDrag™ reels. Virtually
foolproof, AccuCast™ allows anglers to adjust cast-control tension so that “thumbing” the spool is no
longer necessary to prevent backlashes. As a bonus, when discovering this new-found confidence,
anglers will be encouraged to apply more energy to each cast to maximize distance.
The AccuCast™ cast-control design doesn’t rely on the influence of centrifugal weights inside the reel, but
rather works by the reel’s drag washers slightly “grazing” the sides of the spool. This grazing effect is so
precisely controlled by an easy to adjust cast-control knob that the control influence can be increased for
lesser-skilled casters, set very lightly for the angler who needs just a little spool slowdown when casting,
or for the pro, backed off completely when thumb pressure alone can get the job done.
When lure fishing, for example, a good starting point is to hold the rod horizontally and back off on the
AccuCast™ control knob just enough so the lure begins to drop slowly as it pulls line from the tip of the
rod. Then, gradually increase knob tension just enough to stop the lure from falling. For most anglers
most of the time, that’s the perfect setting for optimum performance.
Accurate’s new AccuCast™ is now available for all Boss Magnum TwinDrag™ reel models. Anglers can
include the optional AccuCast™ feature when ordering a new Boss Magnum reel, or for those who already
own a Boss Magnum, an “AccuCast™ Kit” (with cast-control assembly and compatibly-designed reel
frame) can be purchased for either self installation or for your dealer to install.
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